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Sea cadet uniform patch placement



Sea Cadet patch (flash) is sewn on both sleeves, of dress uniforms centered on the sleeve and an inch under the shoulder seam. Rating marks should be worn centered on the right sleeve of uniform shirts.  CPO and Petty Officers will carry their marks 1/8 inches during the NSCC Shoulder flash,
measured from the top of the mark to the bottom of the shoulder flash. Non-Petty Officers will carry their chevrons 3 1/8 inches under the NSCC shoulder flash, measured from the valley of the chevron to the bottom of the shoulder flash. Make sure the EAGLES ARE FACING FORWARD! Navy League
patch (flash) is sewn only on the left sleeve of dress uniforms, centered on the sleeve and an inch under the shoulder seam. Rating marks should be worn centered on the right sleeve of the uniform shirts.  All rating marks will be worn midway from the shoulder seam to the elbow, from the middle of the
mark or chevron. NWU Flashes, Rank, Name Tape and Branch Tape Placement The Sea Cadet or Navy League patch (flash) is sewn centered, on the right chest pocket, with the eagle facing the center. The Navy logo is embroidered on the left pocket.  Under new regulations, this logo must be visible at
all times to comply with USNSCC uniform regulations. The name tape should be sewn over and rinse with the top of the user's right pocket and the user's back right. USNSCC or USNLCC tape should be sewn over and rinse with the top of the wearer's left shirt pocket. Another name tape should be sewn
over and flush with the top of the right rear trouser pocket.  On NWU uniforms, CPOs, SLPOs and Petty Officers carry their grades on the collar.  NSCC and NLCC collar insignia replicate rating marks for wear instead of sleeve insignia. These collarinsignia are sewn at an angle so that the center of the
insignia is in line with the point of the collar and so that a perfect triangle is formed.  Make sure the Eagles are moving forward. Navy Working Uniform Caps should be correctly identified with the NSCC/NLCC insignia (miniature blink, yellow on black field, with the eagle facing the user's right). The device
issues PT (physical training) uniforms to cadets that are included in the $60 uniform fee. Included in this fee are tapes, tape racks and appurtenances that a cadet earns during his cadet career. NWU &amp; Dress uniforms are not covered with uniform fee. Keep in mind that issued uniforms are pre-worn
uniforms, and not all sizes are available. Parents are responsible for changes as needed. If the cadet leaves the program, all issued uniforms must be returned as they are deemed on loan to the cadet. Not all required items can be issued. items such as black socks, T-shirts, namebands and other
miscellaneous items will be required at the cadet's expense. This page will provide information about ordering names NSCC/NLCC dress and work uniform requirements, necessary patch placements, and necessary footwear. Nameband and USNSCC/USNLCC flashes are required on all uniforms to
identify the cadet and his/her affiliation with the NSCC/NSCC. Namebands are strips of material with the cadet's name and branch embroidered on it. From any location, you must order the following items. A USNSCC or USNLCC tape per blouse (above left breast pocket)One name tape per blouse (above
right breast pocket), LAST NAME ONLY in all CAPS. One name tape per pair of pants (above right cheek pocket), LAST NAME ONLY in all CAPS. When you use 1-800-Nametape online, go to the USNSCC tab on the right side. We only order type I or type III items. Type I (blue digital) - all sew on
ribbons. Type III (green digital) for TROOPER UNIFORMS - pants must sew and blouse need hook ribbon. Type III (green digital) for ACTIVE DUTY UNIFORMS - all sew on tape. When Vanguardmil.com, NEX or another tailoring site; be very specific in your request. For the placement of all NWU
patches, flashes, bands; go to the Uniform Regulations on Homeport.seacadets.org. This page will be updated with images when the new manual is published. All uniforms should always be neat and presentable when they come to drill or train. Cadets will undergo regular uniform inspections to ensure
the proper wear and fit of Uniform Items.Top Hatters Squadron to provide. Included in the Uniform FeeNecks are worn with the dress uniform onlyTo be issued by Top Hatters Squadron as part of the Uniform FeePlease see Supply Officer if you have any questions. Top Hatters Squadron to give. Included
in the Uniform FeePlease see the supply officer if you have any questions. All uniforms should always be neat and presentable when they come to drill or train. Cadets will undergo regular uniform inspections to ensure the proper wear and fit of Uniform Items.Top Hatters Squadron to provide. Included in
Uniform FeeTop Hatters Squadron to give. Included in the Uniform FeePlease see the supply officer if you have any questions. Bates Lites Black Leather OxfordShoes, Service, BlackWorn by NSCC/NLCC cadets. Plain toed, oxford style black, brown, or white, low quarter, lace shoes, made of smooth
leather or synthetic leather. The heel should be an outer heel 3/4 inch – 7/8 inch tall with a flat sole. Important note about dress shoes. The exact shoes, as pictured, are not absolutely necessary. Any black dress shoes that are: 1. Black, leather (for polishing) 2. Laced 3. No seams along the top toe area,
is perfectly acceptable. Bates Men's Lites, Black Leather OxfordNew shoes here cost upwards of $100, as they are original marine problem, and they are very durable. With cadets feet in a constant state of growth, this may not be the best option. Many other websites online offer Bates Lites Oxford at a
reduced price. M&amp;Amp; G Surplus, Norfolk, Virginia, a military surplus store that carries older (but still usable boots/shoes). If the boots / shoes meet (or are close to) the description above, they are acceptable. Using the specifications above, you can find them affordable on the internet. Important
note about boots. The exact boots, as pictured, are not absolutely necessary. Any black boot that is: 1. Plain steel-toed 2. Laced 3. 8 or 9 inch high top made of water-repellent leather with rubber outsoles, is perfectly acceptable. Belleville (360ST) BootNew boots here cost upwards of $140, as they are
original marine issue, and they are very durable. With cadets feet in a constant state of growth, this may not be the best option. Many other websites online offer the 360ST boot at a reduced price. Belleville (360ST) BootThese pre-worn boots cost $40 and can be ordered through Top Hatters Squadron.
They are original marine issue, but were previously issued to navy personnel and are still in very good condition. Sizes vary depending on availability from the repository, and size availability can be changed frequently. M&amp;Amp; G Surplus, Norfolk, Virginia, a military surplus store that carries older
(but still usable boots/shoes). If the boots / shoes meet (or are close to) the description above, they are acceptable. Using the specifications above, you can find them affordable on the internet. Belleville or a similar one is perfectly acceptable. HAIRCUTS AND BRAND PLACEMENT Taking care of your
uniforms is important, as we are all representatives of the Sea Cadet Corps and the United States Navy. When people see you in your uniform, they see Navy, not sea cadets. In addition, part of being in a program like ours is that cadets should have an extreme sense of pride when wearing their uniforms.
Wearing a clean, sharp uniform with polished boots/dress shoes shows your commitment to not only our program, but for yourself. This page is dedicated to helping all our cadets look sharp and professional. Important note: Do not cut any patches. The best way to make them fit is to fold them under at the
ends. Also, please do not use fabric glue to attach stains to the uniform. All patches must be sewn professionally. The best way to get stains sewn is through a local seamstress. Namebands and sea cadet patches must be sewn securely on the Navy Working Uniform (NWU). The cadet will be issued two
sets of NWUs with four name bands. DO NOT CUT THE NAMEBANDS TO FIT THE POCKET LENGTH. Fold the ends in until the name is centered over the pocket. Please refer to the image and the following quote for directions on how to attach the namebands correctly to the cadet's uniform. 1. Last
name. The embroidered name tape with surname sewn over the right chest pocket on work uniforms and jackets and sewn over the right rear on all work pants should be about 1/2 inch blocked letters. 2. USNSCC/USNLCC. Work uniforms are required to have the USNSCC or USNLCC on a band worn
about 1/4 inch, centered side to side, sewn over the user's left chest pocket. Reference: NSCC/NLCC Uniform Regulations, Chapter 3, pages 3-3. Cadets E-4 and above will carry their rank on the collar of their NWUs. When using the rank of the collar, DO NOT CUT THE PATCHES TO SIZE. Instead of
cutting the patches, fold them down to fit the size of the collar. Cutting patches will give an unprofessional appearance. Please see the image for directions on how to attach collar insignia correctly. Important note: CROWS ALWAYS MEET IN!!! Reference: NSCC/NLCC Uniform Regulations, Chapter 4,
pages 4-15. Caps should be appropriately identified with NSCC / NLCC insignia (miniature flash, yellow on black field, with the eagle facing the user's right).  The use of rank/class units on the ball cap is not approved. Reference: NSCC/NLCC Uniform Regulations, Chapter 4, pages 4-27. As cadets
advance through the ranks of the Sea Cadets they will serve rank patches that must sew on the dress blues and dress white. Once a cadet is promoted they will be given two patches, one for each dress uniform. These patches must be safely sewn on the uniforms according to the image. For sea cadets:
shoulder spots are worn on both shoulders. Ranking patches are worn on the right shoulder only. All patches must be centered on the fold on the sleeve. For League Cadets: shoulder patches work on the left sleeve and rank on the right. All patches must be centered on the fold on the sleeve. The top
image is for Sea Cadet dress white and dress blues. The bottom picture is for League Cadet dress blues and summer salt and pepper uniforms. Reference: NSCC/NLCC Uniform Regulations, Chapter 4, pages 4-15. Do not hesitate to ask questions about patch placement. We want all our cadets to be
able to show their acheivements while looking sharp and professional. Professional.
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